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Editorial

Presidential

Dear members and other readers,

It is a great honour for me to write this presidential in the first edi-
tion of the Natural Resource this academic year. 

We started our year in august and it has been quite a chaotic pe-
riod so far. The first big event we had in our schedule was the 
“Nuldejaarsexcursie”. We took all our new first year students on 
a trip through Belgium and Germany. This excursion is no longer 
part of the official Bachelor programme therefore the Mijnbou-
wkundige Vereeniging took the organisation of this trip upon 
itself since this is a great way for our new students to get familiar 
with each other and the Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging.

After the excursion we drove back to Delft and it was immedi-
ately time to start the introduction week called the OWee. This 
was a great week full of parties and other activities everywhere 
in Delft. Of course, like every year, all our mining students could 
be recognized immediately by their notorious blackened faces. 

When the OWee ended we did not yet get the chance to have 
some rest, our next activity was the official changing of the board 
of the Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging. After five tough days the 
123rd board was officially installed. Since then the time is flying 
by faster than ever. 

Some of the highlights so far include participation in the 
“Drachenboot” race in Leipzig, Germany. During this event sev-
eral teams of around 20 people race each other in a rowing boat 
with a giant dragonhead on it. A group of 20 miners went on this 
trip and we managed to end up in the 8th place. 

Besides this race we had our traditional inauguration on the first 
of October where all the new students received the honour to 
deserve their own MV tie. A lot of students showed up and there 
was even a group of PhD students who were brave enough to 
attend. All in all everybody experienced a night they will never 
forget.

Hopefully you will enjoy reading this first edition of the Natural 
Resource.  

I would like to conclude with a firm and harmonious,

Glück Auf!

Marnix Koops
President der Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging

Dear Reader,

Summer holidays have come to an end and the new academic 
year has started. This also includes  a new group of students for 
each committee. As the Natural Resource Committee, we are re-
sponsible for the Natural Resource.  

Creating a magazine is a first for us all. We decided to keep the 
layout of last year’s issues, and focus on the content and the read-
ability for all students of the faculty. 
The bachelor study programme Applied Earth Sciences switched 
to English as of September 2014.  To reach both our Dutch and 
international students, the first issue of this year is entirely in Eng-
lish.  This is a new challenge this year, mainly because of almost 
untranslatable mining student words. 

The main content of this issue is the same as preceding issues.  
This Natural Resource contains one thesis about In-pit co-dis-
posal of tailings in an onshore dredge mine, written by Michiel 
Ensing, a Life Cycle article about someone who finished his study 
and writes about what he did to come to the point in life where 
he is now, written by Mathijs Mol and a PhD article about 
real time resource/reserve model updating utilizing online 

sensor data written by Cansın Yüksel. 
Furthermore in the first issue of this academic year, an introduc-
tion of this year’s board and committees, including the 10th Half-
lustrum Committee of the Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging can be 
found.  Of course there will also be a centerfold to hang above 
your bed and a Weber Puzzle to solve! Don’t forget to e-mail the 
right answer to Naturalresource-mv@tudelft.nl to win that crate 
of beer. You can also e-mail us if you have got any advice or feed-
back about any of the topics. 

This Natural Resource contains one new column. This column is 
about mining houses formed by Applied Earth Sciences students 
and their traditions and life together. 

We would like to thank all contributors for their articles and pho-
tographs.  Enjoy reading!

Glück Auf!

Yasna Witteveen 
Chief Editor 
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October 24, 2014, 
Nedstaal makes a new start
Steel company Nedstaal makes a new start. 
The curators report that there is a buyer  for 
the company which went bankrupt last 
month. Most of the jobs in the company would 
be maintained. 
Of the 280 employees only 200 could stay. The 
76 year old company Nedstaal was in trouble 
because of the car branch crisis and the high 
price of steel. 
The buyer, Andus Group, was the only one 
who wanted to buy the whole company. Other 
parties were only interested in parts of the 
company.
http://nos.nl/artikel/713409-nedstaal-
maakt-doorstart.html

October 29, 2014
Gas exploitation decision in December  
Minister Kamp will make a decision in Decem-
ber about the future gas exploitation in Gron-
ingen.
The minister of economic affairs writes this in a 
letter to the ‘Tweede Kamer’.
This so-called exploitation decision was ex-
pected in one of these days.
Kamp takes his decision later because he 
wants to wait for the analysis of the ‘NAM’ and 
the advice of the supervisor ‘Staatstoezicht op 
de Mijnen’ after the earthquake at Ten Boer.
Last month a quake was measured with a 2.8 
on the Richter scale and was felt in the city of 
Groningen.
According to Kamp the analysis and advice 
could have influence on the exploitation deci-
sion.
May the research be sufficient then Kamp will 
make an early decision about the gas exploita-
tion in the area. 
http://nos.nl/artikel/715523-besluit-gas-
winning-in-december.html

The volcanic area is comparatively shallow, 
less than 200 kilometers deep, in an area 
where a 2.5 billion year-old part of the con-
tinent meets a thinner, younger section, 
formed in the past 500 million years or so.
These variations in thickness drive currents 
within the underlying mantle, which draw 
heat from deeper up to the surface.
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releas-
es/2014/10/141017183717.htm

October 23, 2014
Desert streams: Deceptively simple
Volatile rainstorms drive complex landscape 
changes in deserts, particularly in dryland 
channels, which are shaped by flash flood-
ing. Paradoxically, such desert streams have 
surprisingly simple topography with smooth, 
straight and symmetrical form that until now 
has defied explanation.
Desert streams flow only during infrequent 
but intense rainstorms, and when they do, 
only parts of the channel contain water, 
making the flow irregular and erratic. One 
rainstorm may erode sediment grains in one 
section of the channel, while another storm 
moves sediment in a different area.
“Given this localized sediment movement 
during rainstorms, one might expect desert 
channels to contain mounds of sediment 
that undulate down the stream course re-
flecting the irregular flow, but they don’t,” 
Singer said. “The water produced in the chan-
nel only flows partially down the stream and 
then stops because it seeps into the riverbed, 
and there’s not enough water from upstream 
to replace it, so it just disappears.”
Because desert river channels do not feature 
the river bars, pools or riffles common in 
perennial streams, they decline in elevation 
downstream very smoothly. According to 
the researchers’ findings, feedback between 
two variables -- complex water and sediment 
movements -- shape such basins.
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releas-
es/2014/10/141023142314.htm 

August 28, 2014,
Oil prices are falling despite the turmoil
The growing tension in the world have not 
yet led to the increase of the oil prices. With 
the advance of IS in Iraq, at first hand the oil 
price went up in june to 115 dollar per barrel, 
but after that the Brent-oil price declined to 
102 dollar per barrel. 
According to Hans van Cleef, analist at ABN 
Amro, the demand for oil has dropped. Me-
anwhile reports state that there is sufficient 
production capacity. For example Iraqi Kurdi-
stan produced more oil and Libya expanded 
their export. 
That the oil prices are declining, doesn’t 
mean that the tensions in the world doesn’t 
have any effect. ‘In normal situations the 
overcapacities would lead a stronger decre-
asing oil price’, says Hans van Cleef. 
Expectation
At short notice the expectation is that the oil 
price will drop further because of the large 
supplies. The long term expectation would 
be that geopolitical tensions possibly will 
lead to production and export restrictions. If 
that would happen then the oil price would 
rise.   
http://nos.nl/artikel/691773-olieprijzen-
dalen-ondanks-onrust.html

October 17, 2014
Australian volcanic mystery explained
scientists have solved a long-standing mys-
tery surrounding Australia’s only active vol-
canic area, in the country’s southeast.
The research explains a volcanic region that 
has seen more than 400 volcanic events in 
the last four million years. The 500 kilometre 
long region stretches from Melbourne to the 
South Australian town of Mount Gambier, 
which surrounds a dormant volcano that last 
erupted only 5,000 years ago.
“We have determined that the volcanism 
arises from a unique interaction between 
local variations in the continent’s thickness, 
which we were able to map for the first time, 
and its movement, at seven centimetres a 
year northwards towards New Guinea and 
Indonesia
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online sensor measurement data, and feed 
this difference back to the resource model to 
increase the accuracy. 

‘‘The aim of my research is to develop a 
theoretical framework and a detailed self-
learning algorithm to analyse differences 
between the measured/monitored and model-
based predictions of material characteristics, 
and feedback that difference into the resource 
model for improvement purposes.’’

2. A Framework for Real-time Resource 
Model Updating
First,  a detailed literature review of different 
data assimilation methods in order to de-
velop the theoretical framework for the self-
learning algorithm is performed. 

This framework introduced by (Benndorf, 
2014b), that proposes a closed-loop ap-
proach (Figure 1), which feeds back sensor 
data into resource model and optimizes the 
operational decisions to account for the 
gained information during production in 
real-time. For an optimized mine produc-
tion schedule, a resource model based on 
exploration data needs to be created by geo-
statistical methods. During the continuous 
mining operations, there are sensors which 
measures the quality of the material on the 
conveyor belts while the excavated materials 
are moving to the stock and blending yard. 
The goal of proposed approach is to use the 
sensor measurement data for the real-time 
updating of the resource model. For this pur-
pose, it is necessary to identify and quantify 
the difference between the values that ob-
tained by estimated resource model and the

1. Introduction & Problem Definition
It is usually highly costly and time consum-
ing to collect data from all locations of the 
deposit. Having a good knowledge about 
the varieties, discontinuities and uncertain-
ties of the asset is the key point for planning 
the future mining operations. Geostatistics 
offers a way of describing the spatial conti-
nuity of natural phenomena (Isaaks & Srivas-
tava, 1989), so called resource model in this 
case. There are many sources of uncertainty 
in any geostatiscal model of a system. In this 
case, a resource model based on exploration 
data does not represent the reality with high 
accuracy due to limitations of the provided 
data. Therefore, to prevent a deficient mine 
planning and wrong equipment selection, 
the resource model needs to account the un-
certainty associated with the geology. 
With the recent developments of online data 
capturing technology, it becomes very pop-
ular to define the raw material characteristics 
in a real-time manner. However, the data that 
are obtained from these kind of measure-
ments are mostly evaluated independently 
from the other sources of information. (Ben-
ndorf, 2014b)
A new opportunity to keep the resource 
model up-to-date can be provided by inte-
grating the online-sensor data into resource 
model, as soon as they are obtained. This al-
lows to increase the resource recovery and 
the process efficiency by controlling the de-
cisions continuously in a mining operation.

Abstract
One of the main challenges of the mining industry, contrary to many others, lies in the large uncertainty of their key asset, namely the 
mineral resource. Especially during the exploration and development phase of a mining operation the geological knowledge is rather 
limited. Nevertheless, decisions need to be made regarding the production plan and the equipment selection. Obviously deviations are 
to be expected mainly due to the large uncertainty of the resource. In order to react on these deviations, reconciliation exercises are often 
performed with a timely lag of months or even years. 
However, the mining industry would benefit substantially from a more rapid integration of the operational knowledge into the resource 
model. The recent development of sensor technology enables the online characterization of geochemical, mineralogical and physical 
material characteristics, as well as equipment performance. A self-learning approach is needed to adjust the planning decisions in a 
real-time manner, while exploiting the full information potential of the sensor measurements gathered at the different points in the 
operational chain.   
My PhD research focuses on the identification and quantification of the differences between the resource model predictions and the 
online sensor measurements. The main challenge lies in the ability to comprehend the source of the difference and feed the gained 
knowledge back to the resource model. This results in a resource model that is continuously updated as soon as sensor measurements 
become available. This contribution introduces a new Kalman-filter based approach for real-time updating of the resource model utilizing 
online sensor data. 
In this article after a detailed problem definition, the principles behind the developed self-learning algorithm are explained. A case study 
in a fully controllable environment will demonstrate the value added.

By Cansın YükselPhD article

   ▲ Figure 1: Closed-Loop concept in a continuous mining operation (Benndorf, 2014b)

Real Time Resource/Reserve Model Updating Utilizing Online Sensor Data
A New Framework and A Specified Algorithm for Intelligent Analysis of Production Data
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Equation (3) gives update of the error covari-
ance Czz *, which refers the improvement in 
the model prediction, due to integration of 
sensor data. 

The developed framework with EnKF uses 
geostatistical simulation techniques, namely  
sequential Gaussian simulation, for creating 
the ensemble of realizations, also called prior 
ensemble Z0 (x)e, where e=1,…,N is the num-
ber of realizations/ensemble. 

Next, the algorithm continues recursively us-
ing the following recurrence relations,

Z*(x)e = Z0(x)e+Ke (le-AZ0(x)e)        (4)

Ke =(AT Czz 
eA+Cll

e )-1 AT Czz
e        (5)

Czz 
*e=(Z(x)e-(Z(x)e)(Z(x)e-(Z(x)e)T )        (6)

where Z*(x)e  and le consist of an ensemble of 
model states (the block model) and state ob-
servations (the measurements), respectively. 
In Equation (6) Czz *e refers the updated er-
ror covariance of resource model, where the 
overbar denotes the expected values of the 
ensembles. The covariance matrices repre-
sent the whole ensemble and the Kalman
gain Ke is derived from these. 

The developed framework with KF proposes 
to use Ordinary Kriging method for the esti-
mation of the predicted model, namely the 
resource model. The modified version of the 
KF is introduced by (Benndorf, 2014b). 

Let Z be the state of a stochastic process, in 
our case it refers the local grades at excava-
tion locations, at time t+1,

Z* (x) = Z0(x)+K(l-AZ0(x))            (1)

where the updated resource model Z* (x) is a 
linear combination of the prior block model 
Z0(x) and the difference between model 
based prediction and sensor based measure-
ments l. Matrix A represents the mine design, 
so the term AZ0(x) represents the integration 
of the model-based prediction and operative 
decisions (digging capacity and location at 
each time). Matrix K refers to Kalman Gain, 
which is the unknown updating factor as a 
best linear and unbiased estimator and can 
be shown that,

K = (ATCzz A+Cll )
-1AT Czz         (2)

The first term represents two error sources, 
where Czz is the model prediction error, rep-
resented by the covariance matrix of the re-
source model, which is propagated through 
the mining system by the design matrix A 
and the measurement error Cll , represented 
by the covariance matrix of the sensor-based 
measurement. The second term represents 
again the model-based prediction (Ben-
ndorf, 2014b).

Czz 
*=(I-KA)Czz                                                         (3)

The Kalman filter (KF) is simply an optimal 
recursive data assimilation method that 
combines all available data, prior knowledge 
about the system and measurements, to pro-
duce an estimate of the desired variables in 
such a manner that the error is minimized 
statistically. For the applications in geosci-
ences, the KF approach is preferred in order 
to represent the variability throughout the 
whole domain at all times; since the mul
variate covariance matrix obtained by the KF 
propagation step can automatically account 
for the system dynamics and it is spatially not 
stationary. Recently, a similar framework of 
this approach applied in reservoir engineer-
ing (Nævdal et al., 2005, Jansen et al., 2005, 
Jansen et al., 2008).

The standard KF (Kalman, 1960)  performs 
for problems in which the system can be de-
scribed through a linear model and in which 
system and measurement noises are white 
and Gaussian. However, in our case, the esti-
mated resource model is a non-linear system 
with non-Gaussian data. 

Since these assumptions of the KF are not 
always valid in mineral resource extraction, 
using standard KF would be inconvenient in 
our case.

At this point the Ensemble Kalman filter 
(EnKF) (Evensen, 1994, Burgers et al., 1998) 
offers a solution for linear system assumption 
of the KF since it performs for problems in 
which the system can be described through 
a non-linear model. Nevertheless, the filter 
is still suitable for normally distributed data 
and this assumption is still not valid for our 
case.

The Normal Score Ensemble Kalman 
filter(NS-EnKF) (Zhou et al., 2011), is the mod-
ified version of the EnKF, which deals with 
the non-Gaussanity of the datasets. tiSince 
the non-Gaussanity of the variables are kept 
when the update is completed, this is the 
best suitable method for this case study.

   ▲ Figure 2: The concept of the Ensemble Kalman Filter (Benndorf, 2014a) 
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digging rates. It is assumed that the excavat-
ed material is discharged on a non-stationary 
belt-conveyor positioned on the benches, 
which are combined to one material flow at 
the central mass distribution point. The com-
bined material flow is scanned by a sensor 
positioned above the conveyor belt.

Since no real sensor data were available, vir-
tual sensor data were generated. The artifi-
cial sensor data are composed of three com-
ponents. Component one is the true block 
grade taken from the exhaustively known 
data set. 

Component two captures the volume vari-
ance relationship and corrects the block 
value representing a 5120t support to the 
smaller measured support of 250t by adding
the corresponding dispersion variance 
(Krige, 1951, Krige, 1981, Isaaks and Srivas-
tava, 1989).

At this point, EnKF finds a solution for KF’s 
linearization assumption due to its nonlinear 
nature. However, it still assumes normally 
distributed errors as KF. At this point, frame-
work presents NS-EnKF filter as a solution for 
this problem.

The application of the NS-EnKF is very 
straight forward. All the equations that are 
used in the EnKF will be used in the imple-
mentation of the NS-KF, except the state 
of the system will not be used as it is. Local 
grades at excavation locations will be  nor-
mal score transformed before application of 
the EnKF, and when the update is complete, 
normal score transformed data will be back 
transformed. Readers are referred to  (Goo-
vaerts, 1997) to perform the normal score 
transform. Figure 3 shows the flowchart of 
the NS-EnKF. 

3. A Case Study
The aim of the case study which is presented 
here is to investigate the capability of the 
proposed analysis schemes in real-time up-
date on resource model and to obtain more 
accurate resource models for future process-
es. 

The experiments are implemented in the 
form of a simulation, using the MATLAB 
software package.  Moreover, all of the ex-
periments performed in a completely known 
and fully controllable environment; a well-
known geostatistical dataset, called Walker 
Lake dataset (Isaaks & Srivastava, 1989). 

The dataset is originally contains digital el-
evation data from the Walker Lake area (Cali-
fornia-Nevada border), in this case those will 
be interpreted as the concentration values. 

A resource block model by using ordinary 
Kriging and realizations of the block model 
by conditional simulation is created, which 
will be used as the prior model. The blocks 
were defined with a dimension of 16m x 16m 
x 10m. Taking into account an assumed den-
sity of 2 t/m 3 one mining block represents a 
tonnage of 5120t. 

The mining system consists, either one, two, 
three or four bucket-wheel excavators posi-
tioned at different benches with different

The third component represents the preci-
sion of the sensor and, for this case study, is 
varied between 1%, 5% and 10%.

The actual resource model consists of 288 
blocks, divided in 18 rows of 16 blocks (see 
Figure 4). In the case of one excavator, the 
mine design is assumed that the excava-
tion starts from the south-eastern corner of 
the block model and continues through the 
east direction until the entire row is mined. 
When the excavation of the first row com-
pleted, excavator moves to the northern row 
and continue to excavating trough the west 
direction. In the case of two excavators, the 
second excavator starts at the south-eastern 
corner of the northern half of the field. In the 
case of three and four excavators, the field 
divided in three and four parts respectively.

A normal score transformation is used in the 
algorithm to convert the real data to normal 
scores, since the KF and EnKF assumes the 
data has a normal distribution. In KF and 
EnKF cases, to avoid from the negative val-
ues, ten (+10) added for the normal score 
transformed data. This transformation is per-
formed in order to have a complete compari-
son between the methods.

4. Results and Discussion
Some representative results of the experi-
ments are given in this section. Both of the 
mean square error and block variance bar 
plots are prepared relative to the prior model 
to make a good comparison. Each plot in-
cludes four bars, from left to right; prior mod-
el, mined blocks, adjacent blocks and

   ▲ Figure 3: Flow chart of the NS-EnKF

   ▲ Figure 4: Mining sequence
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indirect blocks (two blocks away). Moreover, 
a representative map of the study area which 
indicates the differences between the real 
value and updated values is provided. ►

Mean Square Error Plots

   ▲ Figure 5: KF, MSE, 1 Exc, Measurement interval 10 mins, update interval 1 hr 

   ▲ Figure 6: EnKF, MSE, 1 Exc, Measurement interval 10 mins, update interval 1 hr

   ▲ Figure 7: NS-EnKF, MSE, 1 Exc, Measurement interval 10 mins, update interval 1 hr
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By

Block Variance Plots 

Difference Maps

   ▲ Figure 8: KF, BV, 1 Exc, Measurement interval 10 mins, update interval 1 hr

   ▲ Figure 9: EnKF, BV, 1 Exc, Measurement interval 10 mins, update interval 1 hr

   ▲ Figure 10: NS-EnKF, BV, 1 Exc, Measurement interval 10 mins, update interval 1 hr

   ▲ Figure 11: Difference map between 
the real data and updated estimation (KF) 

   ▲ Figure 12: Difference map between the 
real data and updated simulation (EnKF) 

   ▲ Figure 13: Difference map between the 
real data and updated simulation (NS-EnKF) 
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5. Conclusions and Future Work
The estimated resource model which is 
based on the exploration data can be with 
an average accuracy due to the uncertain-
ties associated with the geology. Therefore 
based on the current researches in this field, 
integration of the estimated resource model 
with the online measurement data can sig-
nificantly increase the accuracy of the re-
source model. In this study, a new framework 
and a specified algorithm for the real-time 
resource model update has been presented. 
The proposed method has been implement-
ed in a completely known and fully control-
lable environment. The presented results 
showed that the Kalman Filter approach, KF, 
EnKF and NS-EnKF methods are suitable for 
the integration of the resource model based 
on exploration data with online measure-
ment data to update the resource model in 
real-time. A significant level of improvement 
by incorporating sensor data is demonstrat-
ed. As a result, such an approach provides a 
real-time updated resource model which will 
lead to better decisions in the short-term 
mine planning.

This work is part of my PhD research. In fu-
ture, this study will be extended for two dif-
ferent case studies with the data provided 
from Germany’s two biggest lignite compa-
nies, RWE Power AG and MIBRAG, for imple-
mentation, test and validation purposes of 
the specified algorithm.

Supervision: Dr. Joerg Benndorf from 
De¬partment Geoscience and Engineering, 
Resource Engineering Section of TU Delft.
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Figure 5 to 13 summarize the results for ap-
plying the Kalman Filter approach for speci-
fied cases. Different cases are performed 
with Kalman Filter, and Ensemble Kalman Fil-
ter and Normal Score Ensemble Kalman Filter 
with a chosen case, to represent the capabil-
ity of the methods.
Considering the MSE, following observations 
can be made:
For mined blocks, the uncertainty  a l -
most vanishes while the sensor error de-
creases. This is expected because in case of 
one excavator the sensor measurements can 
be clearly tracked back to the source block. 
Residual uncertainties can be caused by the 
sensor precision and also interpreted as the 
limit of the filter for this special application.
Adjacent blocks are updated resulting in a 
significant improvement compared to the 
prior model. This improvement is due to the 
positive covariance between two adjacent 
blocks. In addition, the sensor precision ef-
fect can be observed from the results.
locks in the second next row are still updat-
ed. As expected, the error in prediction in-
creases when moving further away from the 
point of measurement (from mined block, to 
adjacent and indirect blocks).

Same parameters are used to compare the 
filter performances of KF, EnKF and NS-EnKF. 
Results showed that EnKF performs better
than KF for most of the cases. Moreover, 
it can also be seen that NS-EnKF performs 
better than EnKF in this specific application 
of the Kalman Filter approach. The improve-
ments can be clearly seen.

Differences between the true state and the 
updated predictions are given in Figure 11, 
12 and 13. Maps illustrate an update on the 
first row of the study area. Once again, the 
difference maps proves that the developed 
framework is suitable for this specific appli-
cation.

Results shows the validity of using the Kal-
man Filter approach on real time updating 
of a resource model. The consistency gets 
smaller while the update moves from mined 
blocks to indirect blocks, as expected.
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In house ‘De Schacht ‘ are living Ernst van Dalen, Machiel van der 
Linde and Rogier (HJ) Crooijmans. They are three students from 
the year 2007 who did a lot for the Mijnbouwkundige Vereenig-
ing and are now doing their masters. Ernst and Rogier are both 
doing a petroleum master and Machiel is doing the resource en-
gineering master. Unfortunately Rogier couldn’t join, because he 
had to fi nish an assignment. 

Upon arrival we fi rstly had to fi nd our way through the street 
which was broken, but when we fi naly arrived in front of the 
house, we saw an impressive canal house. We knew immediat-
ly that we were at the correct adres, because a shining golden 
nameplate was hanging next to the doorbell. We were friendly 
invited to enter by Machiel who was wearing an apron. He was 
still very busy in the kitchen. When we proceeded into the house 
we got to smell the delicious scents which were coming from 
the kitchen. We sat down on the couch in the living room. After 
a few minutes we got the pleasure with the arrival of Ernst  who 
brought some appetizers with him. These appetizers matched 
perfectly with the exquisit wine  which was provided by Machiel. 
Firstly we were asked some questions by Ernst. 

Before we sat down for dinner, we got a tour through the house. 
We began our tour in the ‘big’  livingroom. After that we risked 
our lives by climbing the spiral stairs with no armrests. On the 
fi rst fl oor were the bedroom, of Machiel and the bathroom.                               

The bathroom is enormous with as centerpiece the toilet which 
was located on an increased platform. Sitting on this thrown 
gives you the feeling that you are pooping like a king. Behind the 
bathroom is a small room where the washing machine is located.

 It’s an old tradition in this house that as a youngest of the house 
(HJ) you’ll sleep for half a year in this room next to the washing 
machine. On the top fl oor the bedrooms of Ernst and Rogier are 
located. There was also a small balcony located on the top fl oor 
with an idyllic view of the ‘‘Nieuwe Kerk’’. 

Once returned to the dining room we could sit down at the table 
for the starter. This was a mouthwatering ‘selfmade’ pea soup 
from a can. As the main course we were served ‘andijviestampot’ 
with bacon and a sausage. This was a favourite dish of one of us. 
This traditional Dutch tasted excellent and led to a culinary or-
gasm for the aforementioned person. As a dessert we got a yo-
ghurt kind of substance with a biscuit (Kletskoek).

After dinner we were off ered a nice drink and told stories. Ernst 
took this opportunity to question our female committee mem-
ber. Just recovered from her culinary ‘experience’ she replied 
everything with a decent answer. While we were getting coff ee 
our eyes were slowly moving towards the clock. It was already 
wednesday evening 21:00 hours and we decided to fi nish our 
evening in het Noorden. 

Miner house visit

For this item we visited a miner house in Delft. We wanted to learn more about the diff erent houses, their traditions, their residents and 
their hospitality. A typical miner house is a house which is inaugurated by the Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging (MV) and consists entirely 
of Applied Earth Science students. The fi rst house we visited was the gentlemans house ‘De Schacht’.

Miner House ‘De Schacht’ 
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generally known among most of the study 
associations in Delft but the details are still 
vague. Personally I only know that there is a 
connection between ‘Het Noorden’ and Laga, 
because I am a ‘Lagaaier’ and this story is told 
every year at Laga. 

Does Froude have their own bar?
Feiko: We have the ‘Lagerhuysch’. A bar in 
our faculty. This is more like PSOR in your 
building. 
 
We, miners, like to drink Ketel 1. Does 
Froude also have a special drink they pre-
fer?
Michael(Grabs a shot glass): We mariners 
like to drink a drink that was commonly 
drank on the ship when you were gone a 
long time. This drink was named Orlan. It is 
in fact a very old Bols jenever which has ma-
tured in a barrel. 

Finally, if you would compare a miner to a 
vessel, which vessel would we be?
Feiko: We would compare miners with a very 
cumbersome barge. One with a block coef-
ficient of 0,99 who approaches the 1,00. Al-
most square. 

and to ask them how they are doing with 
their study. We can also reach people who 
weren’t on the first year studentds ‘ weekend. 

Last year Froude and the Mijnbouwkun-
dige Vereeniging played a hockey match 
against each other. Will this be organised 
again sometime in the future?
Feiko: I think it was succesfull last time, but 
next time not in the winter. It must be sun-
ny weather so the girls can wear their small 
skirts. Then we also have something to look 
at.  
Michael: We are still setting up a sports com-
mittee. When this is finished, we could con-
tact your sport committee to organize a new 
match.
 
Are there any exciting event coming up 
this year which are also interesting for a 
miner?
Lisette: This year we have the ‘Dies’ for the 
111th annniversary of our student associa-
tion and on the 25th of February we have our 
biggest open party of the year: Froudelicious. 
Vice versa we are curious abour the miner ac-
tivities and especially in ‘Het Noorden’.

What do you guys know about ‘Het Noor-
den’.
Michael: Actually not much. ‘Het Noorden’ is 

For this item we went with the NRC on a 
visit to the student association Wiliam 
Froude. This is the student association 
of Marine Technology. We asked 
about the things they knew about the 
‘Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging’ and if 
there are any connection between the two 
study associations.

How do you see a typical miner and his 
presence?
Michael: I always thought that miners were 
fat people. I remembered that last year on 
a ‘constitution borrel’  we got totaly pulled 
apart by a huge miner. This year were only 
small miners present. 
Feiko: Last year Twan was on the board. We 
are in the same club and I saw him a lot on 
‘constitution borrels’ but a little bit less after. 

Marine Technology is also a small study 
like Applied Earth Sciences. What do you 
guys think is the big advantage of a small 
study?
Michael: The strong bond between students 
is the biggest advantage of a small study. 
Most students know each other by name 
which makes it a lot easier to approach each 
other to ask questions. This makes it a pleas-
ant environment to study.

The last two years the number of stu-
dents increased. Is this also the case with 
Marine Technology or is it more like a 
‘sinking ship’?
Feiko: Absolutely not. The past years we got 
a lot of new students. We went from approxi-
mately 80 students to 180 students. 
Lisette:  Nowadays we are not only the sec-
ond choice of Mechanical Engineers who 
didn’t pass the lottery. In Delft there are 
nowadays more and more studies where 
you have to pass the lotery and people then 
mosly seek alternatives which doesn’t have a 
lottery like Applied Earth Sciences. 
 
How do you stay in touch with your first 
years?
Feiko: During our first year students’ week-
end we try to make the first year students’  
enthusiastic about Froude. We also organize 
a lot of  activities specifically for the first 
years.
Lisette: For example first year students’ 
lunches to provide them an image of Froude 

Visiting other student associations: S.G. “William Froude” By Wesley van Maanen

▲ from left to right Hanna Pot, Feiko van Logchem, Michael Bakker, 
Dominique Smit and Lisette Cozijnsen.
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By Mathijs Mol

BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA

During my internship I reported to the man-
ager Geotechnical Engineering for Rio Tinto 
Copper Projects. Our department provided 
technical support to all Rio Tinto’s under-
ground mines. My job included developing 
three dimensional models with software that 
hadn’t been used before within the mining 
industry. My manager saw something spe-
cial in the software and suggested to expand 
the functionality as a part of my MSc thesis. 
The idea was to design and develop an inte-
grated cave management system that would 
use all sites’ mining and geotechnical data, 
combine it and provide information and au-
tomated hazard mapping and for it to be de-
ployed on all Rio Tinto’s underground mines 
and projects. I went back to the Netherlands 
for two months, got married and caught up 
with my professors about the ins and outs of 
the MSc thesis. My newlywed wife was open 
to the idea of exploring the other side of the 
world so that wasn’t a problem either.

Rio Tinto Iron Ore located in Western Aus-
tralia. I got through and when the visa was 
organised the internship was cancelled last 
minute as Rio Tinto’s Iron Ore leader figured 
it was too expensive to get overseas people 
for their internships. I was pretty disappoint-
ed at that stage, however, some weeks later I 
had an interview with Rio Tinto Copper Proj-
ects based in Brisbane and got the go ahead. 
Hence, in September 2011 I moved to Bris-
bane.

I very much enjoyed the study and living in 
Delft. However, towards the end of the third 
year I got bored with Delft and I was very 
keen to start the European Mining Course 
(EMC). Having just finished the Minor in Re-
source Engineering the EMC really expanded 
my mining knowledge and skills. The EMC 
started off in Helsinki, followed by Falmouth 
and Aachen and finished in Delft. I really en-
joyed the multi-cultural year which was very 
interesting from a mining perspective but 
also allowed for plenty of time to relax and 
explore different countries and people. Five 
years down the track I still keep in touch with 
some of them.

I also got a lot out of the SME study trips. I 
joined the SME study trips to the East coast 
of Australia and the trip around Sweden. I en-
joyed both but coming back from Australia 
I knew this is where I wanted to go back to.
When I finished my EMC I had not quite final-
ised my BSc and I was still required to do an 
internship. During the EMC, Hans de Ruiter 
had organised drinks in the oldest pub of 
London with some fellow Delft alumni. I had 
expressed my interest in working in Australia 
and somewhat later I had an interview with 

STUDIES

After finishing my primary education I started high school at the MAVO; the VMBO as it is called nowadays. Following my father and 
brother’s interests I did civil engineering at the MTS for a year. As I didn’t really enjoy the slow attitude of most of my fellow students I 
was keen to go back to high school and try the HAVO. During the course of my second year HAVO I visited an open day of the TU Delft 
as I still didn’t know what I wanted to study. The main study I was interested in was Applied Mathematics. Having visited that first we 
came to the stand of Applied Earth Sciences. The guy presenting was so enthusiastic and as he was showing photos of massive open pits 
and informed us about interesting field work and travelling the world my interest was sparked. Hence, as having a VWO diploma was a 
requisite, I added a year of VWO to my high school career and started Applied Earth Sciences in Delft.

Life Cycle Mining Engineer with Rio Tinto

   ▲ Palabora Open Pit  Mine 

   ▲ Newly purchased UG loader at Argyle
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often as we could. The sand islands in front 
of the coast of Brisbane and just North of it 
are spectacular, as is the bush surrounding 
the city.

I initially moved to Brisbane for what was sup-
posed to be six months on a temporary visa 
but it ended up being two and a half years 
in a permanent position and we became per-
manent residents of Australia. I went there by 
myself and eventually moved away having a 
wife, 1 little boy and a big 4-wheel-drive.

THE KIMBERLEYS, NORTH WEST 
AUSTRALIA

Argyle Diamonds was impressed by the soft-
ware and wanted me to come across and join 
their team for a year. Hence, I was seconded 
to Argyle Diamond Mine, an underground 
block cave diamond mine. I worked on a 
Monday to Friday roster, flying in and out ev-
ery day on a 15 minute flight. We moved to a 
small town called Kununurra in the North of 
Western Australia, with a population about 
6,000 people of which a third is aboriginal 
people. It’s about a two hour drive from the 
mine site. 

Initially I was responsible for expanding the 
functionality of CaveCad on site but after 
three months I finally got myself out of the 
project and was really keen to do something 
else. I then went three months underground 
on a 8 days on, 6 days off roster and started 
at the bottom of the food chain; I became a 
nipper, or a jumbo (drill) offsider.  I was re-
sponsible for transporting rock support such 
as bolts, plates and mesh from surface to 
underground and installing it in the wall or 
placing it on the booms of the jumbo. 

a role change, as developing underground 
mine software in a city office does not always 
relate to the work that is done at the under-
ground mine sites.

Within a year of having graduated, Rio Tinto 
had sent me to Europe (to present the the-
sis), Africa, North America and Asia whilst be-
ing based in Australia. This probably doesn’t 
need mentioning but I really enjoyed the 
travelling in that role.

My wife and I also enjoyed living in Brisbane. 
Generally, people are very friendly and wel-
coming, the climate is great in  the sunshine 
state and we really got into 4-wheel-driving. 
We bought a large Toyota Landcruiser wag-
on which allowed us to travel everywhere 
off-road and to reach amazing campsites as 

During my thesis I was employed by Rio Tinto 
Technology and Innovation, Underground 
Technology Centre and based in Brisbane. I 
often travelled to Northparkes Mines, which 
was still part of Rio Tinto at that stage, to 
gather data and to deploy new versions of 
the software which we had called ‘CaveCad’. 
CaveCad gained traction and after present-
ing my MSc thesis in Delft in March 2012, I 
travelled to South Africa’s Palabora under-
ground copper mine to deploy the software 
and to train up site engineers. In the spare 
hours I was able to visit the Kruger Park 
which was quite spectacular. Having seen a 
lot of wildlife in Australia, the wildlife in the 
Kruger Park was even more impressive.  Rio 
Tinto has now also sold Palabora. In June that 
year I got to present CaveCad in Sudbury, 
Canada, at the Mass-Mining Conference and 
meet with the software developers in Mon-
treal for contract discussions and further 
scopes of work. 

Before changing roles in December 2012 we 
(alongside my successor Pieter Sturm) imple-
mented the software at Argyle Diamond 
Mine in North West Australia. This is located 
in the Kimberley region where it was over 
40 degrees Celsius. We also implemented 
the software at Mongolia’s Oyu Tolgoi un-
derground copper project where we saw 
temperatures of below 30 degrees Celsius. 
During these site visits I realised I needed 

   ▲ Outdoor in the Kimberleys 

   ▲ Local Kimberley Crocodile 
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in full production it can be rather boring. 
Argyle has been everything but boring as 
we’ve seen many challenges with the ground 
and ore handling systems. The rock support 
is one of the heaviest seen in Australia with 
many different types of plates, bolts, mesh 
and shotcrete.

Kununurra and the Kimberley region have 
two distinct seasons; the dry and the wet. 
The dry season goes from March up to Octo-
ber and has lovely weather; every day sunny 
but not too hot. It’s a great time to travel and 
explore the bush and go camping, which we 
still enjoy doing. We’ve swapped the Toyota 
Landcruiser for a Nissan Patrol 4-wheel-drive 
and also bought an Off-road camper trailer as 
we have to accommodate two little kids now. 
The weather is very hot and humid. It can get 
over 50 degrees which forces people to go 
and swim every day or stay inside with the 
air-condition going 24hrs a day. Kununurra 
hosts many poisonous snakes and saltwater 
crocodiles; the ones that eat people. In the 
time that we’ve been here we’ve heard of 
quite a number of people being taken but it 
is often silly behaviour that caused it. 
It’s been a very interesting change of both 
working and living conditions for me and 
the family coming from the Netherlands and 
moving to an Australian city and ending up 
in one of Australia’s most remote regions.

the ore is loaded from by Load-Haul-Dump 
machines). A block cave is quite a unique 
mining method. It is an underground mass 
mining method, that through an undercut 
initiates the ore body to cave in whilst ore 
is extracted from the ore body on an ex-
traction level. At Argyle it is then moved to 
underground crushers and subsequently 
transported to a surface crusher via convey-
er belts, where it eventually ends up in the 
process plant. Hence all the drill and blast is 
done in the project phase and shouldn’t re-
ally be required anymore once the project 
moves into a full operational stage. Argyle 
currently has about 4 months undercutting 
left and less than 12 months of drawbelling. 
In a way I am lucky to see the construction 
part of this project as when a block cave is 

After two months I moved into ‘service crew’ 
and did things such as maintaining pumps, 
installing ventilation bags and drive the Inte-
grated Tool Carrier (front end loader). As we 
had engineers leaving, I was required back in 
the office. I moved into the production and 
planning engineer role. I was responsible 
for developing the weekly mining plan and 
checking the compliance of it. I also created 
monthly production plans and tried to fit the 
daily production plans in with the long term 
production strategy as ‘draw control’ is very 
important in a block cave mine.  

Rio Tinto was starting to cut costs quite sig-
nificantly at this stage as it saw the economic 
environment was looking less promising. Rio 
Tinto also aimed to sell a number of under-
ground sites including Argyle Diamonds. 
Northparkes Mines and Palabora Copper 
Mine was sold, however, no one wanted Ar-
gyle Diamonds. 

The department where I was employed by 
had to reduce the amount of people. When 
Argyle Diamonds offered me a permanent 
job I was advised to take it. Around that time 
I became drill and blast engineer which is still 
my current job. I develop drill plans so that 
the longhole drill rig goes to the right areas 
and drills to the designed depths, so that 
it can be fired out accordingly. I also create 
the charge and timing plans in order to fire 
undercut rings or drawbells (a point where 

   ▲ Kudu Kruger Park Wildlife

   ▲ NPM UG Drive
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Internship Akzo Nobel

In the summer of 2014, while most were enjoying their holidays, and some were learning for their resits, I had my internship at one of the 
biggest multinationals of the Netherlands.

Hi, my name is Seleyman Ghafuri and I had my internship at Akzo Nobel, a company that specializes in chemicals. My internship was for a 
period of 5 weeks. I was accompanied by fellow student called G. Simon.

Akzo Nobel has a department where they mine salt. They use the 
salt to extract chloride or they just sell it. This mining department 
attracted me, because I wanted to learn more about how they 
mine the salt, the techniques that are involved in getting the salt 
and further processing of the salt.
Luckily for me there were two mining engineers that guided me 
at Akzo Nobel.
The informative help came from Marinus, a geologist from 
Utrecht who loves his work.

The salt that is being mined in Hengelo comes from the Zechstein. 
There was a huge lake in the past. When the climate changed the 
lake dried up and crystalized salt was left behind. This change in 
climate gave us the seal for Groningen gas and the salt mined in 
Hengelo (and many other places of course). 

The salt is approximately 400 meters underground. First they turn 
the salt into a liquid form and then they pump it to the surface. 
First, of course, comes the drilling process. A drilling team is send 
to a location where they know that there is salt. The drilling team 
also takes samples of the soil layers for every 10 meters to provide 
accurate information of the subsurface.
This information is being used by the geologists to further de-
scribe the layers, and probably decide where the next drilling 
location will be. 
The salt layer is being mapped in detail. This helps to determine 
the direction of the salt body.

After the drilling is finished and the crew reaches the desired 
layer, they send water into the layer (hot water/steam). The hot 
water comes from a waste incineration factory named Twence. 
Akzo Nobel works closely with businesses nearby. The empty salt 
dome provides a good storage space for the slurry that is pro-
duced by Twence, in this way they both help each other.

The hot water is  mixed with the salt (solid). This gives a high con-
centration of salt water (300g/L). This is in comparison almost 10 
times more concentrated than sea water (35 g/L). Highly concen-
trated salt water is send back to the factory for further processing.

The ‘pekel’ (Dutch for salt water) is then purified in the factory. 
This is done with precipitation reactions.
The purified salt goes through more drying and selection in grain 
size processes. After the factory is finished with purification and 
drying, the salt is packaged or send for further process (chloride 
separation). The remaining salt is then stored.

The design of the salt dome is controlled with the oil, they make 
use of the fact that oil floats on water this gives the underground 
dome an (almost) perfectly round shape.
Akzo Nobel regularly sends a sonar team to image the dome in 
3d. This is being done to see if subsidence is occuring. If there 
is subsidence, then the empty space will be filled with garbage 
slurry or an other liquid material.

After I had the opportunity to see all the processes in real live, I 
got a project.
With this project I learned more about the history of Akzo Nobel 
Hengelo  and the salt mining.
For example, in the oil crisis of 1973, Akzo Nobel decided to store 
oil in the empty salt domes! The amounts were huge, I have to 
admit it, it was quite a smart move.
Later I found out that Akzo Nobel is one of the biggest salt pro-
ducers in the world, while they are specialized in chemicals!

In the past decade they were storing slurry into the empty salt 
domes. In the future they have plans to store oil and gas into the 
empty salt domes.
It seems that Akzo Nobel has ‘tomorrows answers today’.

My internship was amazing, the people were nice and helpful 
and the environment was beautiful.
I enjoyed every moment of the summer and I would recommend 
every geoscience student to do an internship even if it is just for a 
short period of time. The learning experience is worth it!

   ▲ Seleyman Ghafuri 

By Seleyman Ghafuri
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By  Michiel Ensing

The results of these experiments show that 
the rheology of sediment slurries follows 
an approximate Bingham model (Hamp-
ton, 1972). This means that the fl ow has a 
strength that needs to be overcome to fl ow, 
the so-called yield stress. After this, the rela-
tion between shear stress and shear rate is 
linear (Figure 2). Furthermore it was found 
that two important behavioral characteris-
tics of debris fl ows are their coherence and 
the occurrence of hydroplaning.

Dredge mining fi nds its main application in 
commodities typically associated with coars-
er sediments. When a deposit has a very high 
fi nes content, the settling ponds would be-
come too large, aff ecting the safety and the 
economy of the project. Currently, deposits 
with large amounts of fi ne sediments are 
typically mined with dry mining methods. 
These methods allow the fi ner material to be 
separated from the mineralised area in the 
dry state, signifi cantly reducing the prob-
lems associated with fi ne sediments: dry 
fi nes have less volume and are less fl uid than 
wet fi nes.

Dredge mining off ers a unique opportunity 
for the secure disposal of wet fi ne sediments, 
as the need for an external pond can be se-
verely decreased or even eliminated. In on-
shore dredge mining, an artifi cial pond is 
already created during the mining process. 
This pond can likely be used to dispose of the 
wet fi ne tailings. With no tailings dam, the op-
eration has a signifi cantly smaller footprint. 
This also eliminates the risk of dam failure, as 
no dams need to be constructed. Filling the 
pond with tailings also removes the need to 
separately reclaim the pond area. The pond is 
usually reclaimed as a lake, meaning the area 
cannot be used for other purposes anymore. 
By fi lling the pond more land remains avail-
able for other purposes, such as agriculture.
The main risk associated with this disposal 
method is recirculation of fi ne sediment 
through the production process. To limit 
this recirculation, resuspension of the fi nes 
in the pond water, as well as fl owing of the 
fi nes slurry across the entire pond should be 
prevented. Adding coarse sediments such as 
sand – which is also a waste material from 
dredge mining – to the slurry may increase 
the slurry strength. The research question 
is thus formulated: What is the eff ect of the 
diff erent components of a mixture of sand, 
fi nes and water on the mixture’s ability to 

be deposited in a dredge pond such that no 
disposed material re-enters the production 
cycle? 

To describe the behaviour of co-disposed 
coarse and fi ne tailings, an analogue is found 
in submarine debris fl ows. Debris fl ows are 
high concentration, high density sediment 
gravity fl ows consisting of a muddy matrix 
in which coarse material is suspended. Typi-
cal sediment concentrations of debris fl ows 
range from 30% to 80% by volume (Mulder 
and Alexander, 2001). Submarine debris 
fl ows typically form on continental slopes, 
showing that they can occur at low slope 
angles (1°-5°). They can incorporate volumes 
of multiple cubic kilometres and can fl ow 
out over hundreds of kilometres (Ilstad et 
al., 2004b). While natural debris fl ows are of 
a scale much larger than a tailings disposal 
scenario, there has been a lot of small scale 
experimental work done on fl ow of dense 
slurries down a submerged slope. 

Dredge mining is the act of extracting an economic mineralization using dredging equipment. It is being done since many decades in for 
instance Richards Bay, South Africa (Figure 1). There the dunes along the coast contain heavy minerals such as zircon and rutile. Mining is 
done by artifi cially creating a pond for a dredger to operate in. These dredgers pump the mined ore to a concentrator. In the concentrator 
the economic minerals are separated from the waste, and the waste stream is divided into a sand sized fraction, and a fi nes fraction. The 
sand fraction is then deposited at the back of the pond. The fi nes fraction is pumped to nearby settling ponds for thickening (Mol et al., 
2012). These settling ponds are actually a sort of tailings dam and thus present the same hazards, especially when they become very large. 
The failure of the Mt. Polly tailings dam this August serves as a reminder of the risks associated with large tailings dams.

In-pit co-disposal of tailings in an onshore dredge mine

Figure 2: Schematic rheogram of 
a Bingham fl uid showing the yield 
stress (τy) and Bingham viscosity (K)

Figure 1: Top: aerial photograph of a dredge mining operation 
(Richards Bay Minerals, South Africa) showing the dredge, process-
ing plant, and deposition area. Bottom: schematic representation 
of the top photograph. (Photo courtesy of IHC)w

Processing plantDredge

Depostion 
Area
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solids concentration approaches its volumet-
ric maximum it becomes noticeable. With 
this relationship, only the yield stress of the 
suspending fluid needs to be known to esti-
mate the yield stress of the overall slurry. 
The concept of yield stress shows many 
similarities with that of the undrained shear 
strength. Therefore it is investigated if the 
yield stress can be calculated as a function 
of the material’s liquidity index as this is cur-
rently also used to determine a soil’s und-
rained shear strength (Vardanega and Haigh, 
2014). The liquidity index (Il) is the normal-
ized value of moisture content, with Il = 0 
corresponding to the plastic limit (wp) and 
Il = 1 corresponding to the liquid limit (wl), 
see Equation 1. This removes the need for re-
lationships between the less easily captured 
quantities as particle size distribution and 
clay mineralogy, and the yield stress.

To answer these questions, a set of ex-
periments on materials with different silt 
contents and different Atterberg limits is 
performed. The materials used in the ex-
periments are mixed from two known base 
materials: one is rich in clay, the other rich in 
silt. The particle-size distributions of these 
materials are known. The particle size distri-
butions of the mixtures are inferred from the 
mixing ration between the two constituents 
and are presented in Figure 4. 

friction. As there is no friction between the 
flow and the bed, the bed is also not eroded. 
Because the flow has to be able to withstand 
large dynamic pressures acting on it, only 
strongly coherent flows were observed to 
hydroplane (Mohrig et al., 1998).

It can thus be said that the behavior of the 
flow depends on the flow dynamics, and the 
material strength captured in the yield stress. 
However, the flow dynamics also depend on 
the rheology of the material. This means that 
there is one parameter that can be said to be 
critical in the evaluation of the flow behavior, 
and that is the yield stress.

To be able to assess the effects the different 
slurry components have on the behavior of 
the overall slurry – as posed in the research 
question – it is now only necessary to iden-
tify the relationships between the slurry 
components and the yield stress. Since the 
strength of clay is very dependent on the 
water content, these will be treated together. 
Because of this, the slurry is considered as a 
two phase system, consisting of a solid – the 
sand fraction – and a fluid part, which is the 
fines fraction suspended in the water.

Chateau et al. (2008) found that adding a 
solid to a yield stress fluid increases both 
the viscosity and the yield stress of the fluid. 
However, for very dilute suspensions the in-
fluence may be unnoticeable. Only when the 

The term coherence is used to describe the 
extent to which the flow head remains in-
tact during flow down the slope. If a flow is 
non-coherent, it will fall apart during flow 
and fully become a turbidity current instead. 
Figure 3 shows the difference between more 
and less coherent flows (Marr et al., 2001). 
The cause of the flow breaking up is that the 
dynamic pressures acting on the flow head 
overcome its strength. The water is then able 
to mix with the flow, diluting the flow and 
making it turbulent (Ilstad et al., 2004a). The 
yield stress of the slurries tested was found 
to be an accurate measure of the coherence 
of a flow.

Hydroplaning is the phenomenon where a 
debris flow propagates over a thin layer of 
water that separates the debris flow from the 
underlying sediments. This layer of water is 
the result of the dynamic pressures in front 
of the debris flow becoming large enough 
to support the buoyant weight of the debris 
flow (Mohrig et al., 1998). This phenomenon 
is similar to the aquaplaning you would ex-
perience when driving too fast on a wet road. 
The lack of friction between the tires and the 
road, caused by the lubricating layer of water 
in between, makes you skid. This also hap-
pens with the debris flow: the flows slides 
over the bed without being held back by 

Figure 4: Selected rheograms of samples of mixture 2 at different water contents. 
Increasing water content corresponds to decreasing measured shear stress. Note 
that the 4 samples with the highest water content were measured with an anti-
slip sensor and show different behaviour in the low shear rate range.

Figure 3: The head of strongly coherent (A), 
moderately coherent (B) and weakly coherent 
(C) gravity flows. The scale is in meters. (Marr 
et al., 2001)

     Il =  (w-wp)/(wl-wp )               (1)
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The Atterberg limits of these materials were 
determined according to BS1377:2 (1990), 
with the liquid limit being determined using 
the fall cone apparatus. The fall cone appara-
tus has the added benefit that it can be used 
to determine the undrained shear strength 
of a given sample. Of each material a number 
of samples at different water contents were 
subjected to shear strength measurements.

Of each material, another set of samples at 
a range of water contents was tested using 
a viscometer. The viscometer is able to mea-
sure the shear stress exerted on a fluid at a 
certain shear rate, and thus plot a rheogram. 
Figure 5 shows a set of rheograms measured 
on mixture 2. In the figure it can be clearly 
seen that these rheograms show a bi-linear 
behavior, except for the lower 4 plots (w = 
90%, 99%, 111% and 127%). These lower 
plots were measured using an anti-slip mea-
suring system, while the others were tested 
using regular equipment. The difference be-
tween the two leads to the conclusion that 
the lower shear rate measurements are un-
suitable for interpretation, as slip between 
the sample and measuring equipment oc-
curred. The yield stress was thus determined 
from a linear regression on measurements at 
shear rates >20/s.

Figure 6 shows the results of all the strength 
measurements in one plot. The vertical axis 
represents the undrained shear strength in 
the case of fall cone measurements (o), and 
the yield stress in the case of viscometer tests 
(x). The horizontal axis denotes the liquidity 
index (Equation 1). Because of the apparent 
continuity of the lines, and the similarity in 
meaning of the parameters, it is decided to 
find a relationship between the moisture 
content and slurry strength that captures all 
test results. The curve that gave the optimal 
fit is given in the figure.

This resulting curve can be combined with 
the curve presented by Chateau et al, to 
come to a visual method of estimating the 
yield stress of a slurry with known Atterberg 
limits of the fines. An example for the base 
clay material from the experiments is given 
in Figure 7. The horizontal axis represents the 
solids mass fraction of the fines slurry. The 
vertical axis represents the sand mass frac-
tion of the overall slurry.

Figure 5: Particle size distributions of the tested materials.

Figure 6: Combined results of cone and viscometer tests plotted 
as a function of liquidity index. An exponential trend line, with 
quadratic exponent, is shown (solid line). Dashed lines depict 95% 
confidence intervals for the yield stress at a given liquidity index.

Figure 7: The yield stress of modelling clay slurry as a function of 
the clay and sand contents, represented graphically. The labels at 
the interval lines represent the yield stress in Pa. In the white area 
the estimation method is not applicable. The fines liquidity index 
exceeds, the boundary value of IL < 4.3 for lower values of carrier 
fluid solids content (ξ_fi^*). For higher sand contents, the material 
loses its fluid properties and becomes too solid to still be speak-
ing of yield stress. Graph is only applicable to modelling clay from 
experiments. 
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Conclusions
For the method to be feasible, the fine material should not be 
resuspended in the dredge pond. Furthermore it is desirable to 
have a low material mobility, a high consolidation rate and no 
segregation of any added sand.

The yield stress of a slurry of fine sediment can be considered as 
the continuation of the undrained shear strength of the constitu-
ent sediment in the liquid (w>wL) range.

The yield stress and thus also the undrained shear strength of a 
fine sediment slurry can be modeled as a function of Atterberg 
limits, through the liquidity index. The accuracy of this method is 
not very high, but the range of expected results is small enough 
to allow suitable application in submerged deposition. This type 
of estimation method allows the estimator to forgo any consider-
ations pertaining to clay mineralogy or the grain size distribution 
of the fines.

Adding sand to a yield stress fluid (such as a concentrated fines 
slurry) increases the yield stress of the overall fluid. There was 
however no indication of whether the process of fines resuspen-
sion is controlled by the overall fluid yield stress, or by the carrier 
fluid yield stress. This difference influences the decision to mix 
sand with the fines.
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123e bestuur der Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging123e bestuur der Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging123e bestuur der Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging

▲ From left to right Talitha Groenewold, Frans Liqui Lung, Marnix Koops, Johannes van den Akker and Dirk Korte 

Het 123e bestuur der Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging is als volgt geconstitueerd: 

dhr. M. Koops                                                                                   President
dhr. F.P.A. Liqui Lung                                                                      Secretaris
dhr. J.S. van den Akker                                                                 Penningmeester / Vice-President
mevr. T. Groenewold                                                                           Onderwijscommissaris
dhr. D.J. Korte                                                                                   Commissars / Beheerder van “Het Noorden”
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Board Highlighted       

Name:  Marnix Koops  
Age:  22  
Year:  4th  year AES student 
Board Function:  President 

What do you find your most important task 
now that you are the president of the Mijn-
bouwkundige Vereeniging? 
Ultimately, I am responsible for all the tasks 
of my board members and also all the activi-
ties of our association. Therefore I find it very 
difficult to specifically state what my most 
important task is during this year. Generally 
stated, my most important task is keeping 
overview and avoid losing sight of the big-
ger picture. It is very easy to get lost in the 
chaos that sometime arises from day to day. 
In addition, and a little bit more specific, is 
the contact with company life. I am respon-
sible for the link between companies and 
the Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging and I see 
this as an important task for me this year. The 
highlight of this task is of course organizing 
and guiding the Company Days. 

To which  of the next year’s MV-activities are 
you  looking forward to the most?
The upcoming Half Lustrum is something I 
am really looking forward to this year. During 
this week we will celebrate the 122½th years 
of existence and survival of the Mijnbou-
wkundige Vereeniging with all its history and 
traditions. It is great to have the opportunity 
to help in the organization of a big activity 
like this and I think the Half Lustrum will be 
the highlight of this year. Maybe choosing 
this week is a little bit like cheating because 
it consists of multiple activities, but I see it 
as one whole. Besides the Half Lustrum I am 
looking forward to visiting VESC in France 
during the 2nd years fieldwork trip. Driving 
through the mountains with some music and 
an open window is very enjoyable.

Board Highlighted: President       

If you would compare your board members 
with a mineral, which mineral would they be?
A question like this requires me to dig really deep 
into my memory, but I will do my best. I would 
compare Frans to the mineral “smokey quartz”. 
This mineral is straight forward and does not beat 
around the bush. Furthermore in ancient times 
people believed smokey quartz would have me-
dical healing powers. This mineral was supposed 
to help with digestion and as we all know Frans 
really likes his food to be spicey. This quartz variety 
is smokey brown and the hardness is seven on the 
Mohs scale.
Johannes is best compared to the mineral horn-
blende. It looks very rough and unpolished on 
the outside but the hardness is not that high at 
all. It has a dark color but in the meantime the 
streak color is pure white. The name hornblende 
is a combination of the German words “horn” and 
“blende”. This last word means “deceiving”. I am 
not saying Johannes is a scammer but despite 
his outer appearance and behavior he is actually 
a good guy.
I would compare Talitha to a ruby. This mineral is a 
pink to red colored gemstone and a variety of the 
mineral corundum. Ruby is usually found in rocks 
formed by volcanic eruptions. It is a rare gem and 
initially processed to a feminine oval shape. Besi-
des this the only mineral that is harder than ruby 
is diamond.
At last, Dirk is comparable to amethyst. This mine-
ral is a highly valued and appreciated gemstone. 
Amethyst is violet colored and looks very nice, 
and let’s be honest, Dirk is the prettiest of us all. 
Furthermore in history people believed that drin-
king from a cup made out of amethyst would pre-
vent you from getting drunk. Perhaps it is a good 
idea to create a new drinking cup for our warden, 
this would also help with achieving the hectoliter 
discount for “Het Noorden”

Descibe in 123 words your ideal day in the 
MV-room. 
The day starts when I wake up thanks to my biolo-
gical clock completely rested. It is a warm summer 
day and the sun is shining brightly. Once I arrive in 
the MV room there is breakfast waiting for me on 
my desk including fresh juice, hot croissants with 
cheese and of course, champagne. After I log in 
to my computer I find out that I worked very hard 
the last couple of days and there is not a pile of 
tasks waiting for me. Around noon Johannes the 
moneyman finds out that the Mijnbouwkundi-
ge Vereeniging has won the jackpot. We spend 
the rest of the day at a Rolls Royce dealer to buy 
a new Phantom as official MV car for the coming 
years.

There are many first year students, how do 
you plan to involve them with the MV?
Logically it gets increasingly harder to maintain the 
traditional MV atmosphere with a growing group 
of people. Traditionally we were a small group of 
people which made it a little bit easier to bond. On 
the first place the Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging 
is a study association and the main focus will al-
ways be on education. In the beginning, education 
is the trigger for our students to have a connection 
and this has not changed since then. Collectivity is 
an area in which the MV distinguishes itself from 
the other study associations and I think this partly 
has to do with our rich history with all its customs 
and habits. We are doing our very best to keep our 
traditions and customs alive by passing them on 
to the growing number of new students that arrive 
in Delft and start studying Applied Earth Sciences. 
Besides preserving our customs and habits it is 
also important to improve and we should not be 
afraid of modernization. A good example is the big 
change in the Bachelor program, as of this year our 
complete Bachelor curriculum is in English. There-
fore internationalization is an important point 
from this year and in the future. We also make sure 
to have various activities on multiple areas of inter-
est, such as sports events, to make sure we offer 
something for everyone. 

In length the board of this year is pretty small 
compared to the previous years, how is the 
board compensating for that.
Despite our somewhat smaller format I don’t 
see this as an issue that really needs any com-
pensation. Therefore I will keep this answer 
short ;). The number one thing that actually 
matters is the grey mass and in that area our 
board compensates enough.

Do you already know which track you want to 
choose after your bachelors?
I am not one hundred percent sure of what I 
exactly want to do next year, it remains a diffi-
cult decision. Currently I already finished my Ba-
chelor’s degree and I am enrolled in the Master 
track Petroleum Engineering. A lot can change in 
a year but for now this is what appeals to me the 
most. But this year I will certainly keep orientating 
also outside our own Master tracks. My interests 
have broadened significantly the last couple of 
years and I find it harder and harder to say where I 
would really like to end up. What I do know about 
the future is that I want to spent multiple periods 
of my life in different parts of the world. 
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On the following pages the new committees from the MV are introducing themselves. These committees  consist of enthusiastic students 
from Applied Earth Sciences. 

Introduction Committees  2014 - 2015

SpoCo
The Sports Committee of 2014 is the one committee that has been in 
full motion for the past half year. We, Kaj van der Waal, Renske Taylor, 
Thijs van der Zee, Daniëlle Bode and Lars Gebraad, are trying to get a 
little bit of sports into the MV. 
Being one of the newest committees we have had a clean slate dur-
ing the past half year. It has been a half year full of new sports activi-
ties. Although most of what we do is new, to us and the MV, we have 
already participated in ‘The Batavierenrace’ (the largest relay race of 
the world), organized an inter-study-association hockey tournament 
and at the moment we are preparing a winter sports holiday for the 
members of the MV! 
With a few upcoming events such as the MV-cup (football) we are 
looking forward to meet you in sports gear to compensate all those 
beers you have been drinking with us!

With a sportive Glück Auf!
The Sports Committee of 2014

STARO
STARO stands for ‘Studenten Technische Aardwetenschappen Responsie Orgaan’. At the end of every period we come together with Talitha Groene-
wold (commissaris onderwijs) to evaluate the given courses of the period. In these meetings we talk about the difficulty of the course, the planning 
of the exams and practica, the way the lectures are given and other important aspects for good education. The STARO consists of three students 
from each year of the bachelorfase. This year the students from the the third year are: Renske Taylor and Liza van den Berg (a new third person will 
be asked soon). From the second year these are: Mirja Dooren, Soumaya Azaouagh and Lars Gebraad. The first year students will be asked during  
the current period. Together, the STARO will continue try to improve the high level of education of our beautifull study!

NRC

We are the NRC. This abbreviation stand for the Natural Resource Com-
mittee. We make the magazine called Natural Resource. This magazine 
will be published four times per study year, just after every exam week. 
What we basically do is ask people if they would like to write an article for 
us for a particular subject. We then put the different articles together and 
make it a nice looking magazine. You can find lots of different subject in 
this magazine like a master thesis, PhD research article or just an intern-
ship of a fellow student. More than 1500 people all over people world will 
receive the Natural Resource.

Glück Auf!
The Natural Resource Committee of 2014-2015

▲ from left to right Max Felius, Marnix Koops(QQ), Merve Sinem 
Günes, Jesse de Jong, Wesley van Maanen and Yasna Witteveen

▲ from left to right Frans Liqui Lung(QQ), Lars Gebraad, Thijs van der Zee, 
Renske Taylor, Kaj van der Waal and Daniëlle Bode
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GOC
The ‘ Geheugen Ondersteunende Commissie ‘ (GOC).  The name already says 
a lot of what we are doing. We ensure that all the beautiful moments which 
are undertaken with and by the ‘Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging’ (MV) will be 
captured and immortalized on the light sensitive plate. We, Adrina Valeda, 
Chiel Fernhout, Emiel Hassefras,  Bob de Waard and our QQ’er Johannes van 
den Akker will be present at all MV activities armed with the camera to en-
sure that all the beautiful events and moments this year will get a spot in 
the yearbook, Natural Resource, MV archive and more. From ‘Barbaraborrels’ 
to ‘Noorderavonden’ and from the wintersport till the halflustrum. We make 
sure that you’ll be certain that your evening will be immortalized in the big 
photobook that the MV is rich off, if you lost some details of the great evening 
you had. 

Glück auf!
GOC 2014-2015

Yearbook
The Yearbook is one of the statutory funds committed (article 3.c.) to achieve the goal of 
the Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging, represented in article 2 of the statutes. That’s why since 
1903 the yearbook der Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging (MV) is published. Every member, 
exceptional member or honorary member has the right of getting a copy of the yearbook.  
There have been already 75 editors before us and they had the noble task taken upon 
them to publish this magnificent  piece. It began with a small yearbook but grew very fast 
to become the yearbook we all know nowadays. Softcover became hardcover. All the more 
the past decenium, that the yearbook excists, the color of the cover stayed ‘Mijnbouw’  
blue. Thus ‘De Blauwe Plank’  became a recognized term among ‘Delftsche Mijnbouwers’. 
Also the content and the quality of the yearbook stayed the same. Every year the yearbook 
is full of the reports of the MV, its committees, activities and excursions. Our department, 
scientific articles, expierences and miscellany are also to be found in the yearbook. Of 
course you can also contribute to the above listed subjects and send some ‘varia’. You 
may send an email to : Jaarboek-MV@TUDelft.nl.
Glück Auf!, 
De 76e Jaarboekredactie der Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging

PromoCo
There’s a pretty big chance that you are reading this Natural Resource be-
cause of the work of our predecessors. The last few years it has become more 
and more important to make the right choice of study the first time. A wrong 
choice can lead to expensive and severe consequences. We’re trying to give 
future students advise and a good idea about what kind of study Applied 
Earth Sciences is (and that it is indeed the best choice). We are trying to do 
this through high school visits, taster days, workshops for third graders, social 
media and open days of the TU Delft. This year the PromoCo will consist of 
Roosmarijn Ceelen, Milou Kaptein, Charlie Groenewegen, Stef Koomen and 
Rianne Broeksma. The study is growing and each year more future students 
are interested. A very positive development, because this also means more 
members for the MV!  This is partly due to our predecessors of the PromoCo, 
and we are trying our best to continue this positive trend. We can always use 
some help, so if you’d like to help advise future students and promote Ap-
plied Earth Sciences, don’t hesitate to tell us!

Glück auf!
PromoCo 2014-2015

▲ from left to right Bob de Waard, Chiel Fernhout, Adrina 
Valeda, Johannes van den Akker(QQ) and Emiel Hassefras. 

▲ from left to right Stef Koomen, Charlie Groenewegen, Milou 
Kaptein, Frans Liqui Lung(QQ) , Rianne Broeksma and 
Roosmarijn Ceelen

▲ from left to right Talitha Groenewold(QQ), Vivian van 
Leeuwen, Joost Gevaert, Jeras Dieleman and Paul van de 
Weijer.
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NoCo
Last month, the legendary change took place. So now we may present us 
as the new most beautiful committee of 2014-2015: the NoCo. We, Emma 
Zomer, Caroline Zaal, Pieter Bosman, Tim Hacking, Philip Voorn, Jan Wil-
lem Buist, Jaap van Duijn and our warden Dirk Korte will have the control 
over Het Noorden. We also get the chance to host an extended Noorde-
navond, which will be the greatest of all time, but the usual Noordena-
vonden will also be an experience of itself. There will be enough beer and 
Ketel 1 so no one will leave Het Noorden thirsty. The maintenance of Het 
Noorden will be in safe hands with us. 
See you next time in Het Noorden!

Glück Auf!
NoCo 2014-2015

HaLuCo
The life of every Miner, student or engineer, depends on the availability of beer. Therefore the Haluco is happy to announce that:
On April the 23rd of 2015 the 10th Halflustrum of the Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging will take off. During this event which will last for 10 days we 
will celebrate the 122½th anniversary of our Miners society with some of the best parties of 2015 and with of course the International Symposium.
In cooperation with enthusiastic mining students, alumni and several committees we will organize a week full of awesome events, so don’t miss 
out!
We are looking forward to seeing you there!

Glück Auf!

The 10th Halflustrum Committee of the Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging

Kaj van der Waal  President
Julian van Dingen  Secretary/Vice-President
David Kunst  Treasurer
Floor Crispijn  Sponsoring
Shelley van der Graaf Symposium

   ▲ from left to right Shelley van der Graaf, Julian van Dingen, Kaj van der Waal, David Kunst and Floor Crispijn

   ▲ from left to right Pieter Bosman, Jan Willem Buist, Philip Voorn, 
Tim Hacking, Caroline Zaal, Jaap van Duijn, Emma Zomer and Dirk 
Korte(QQ)
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By Emma Zomer

When we arrived at the finish we convinced 
ourselves that we had a pretty good time. 
Eventually we finished second to last. But oh 
well, we had fun, and that was the intention. 

After some hours waiting it was time for the 
100 m, we were numbed by the cold and wet 
weather, but we were ready for our final time 
in the boat. In this discipline we also finished 
last. But we had one race left! There also was 
a “special”  discipline. It was a relay race, five 
of our guys had to race against the other 
teams. They did very well, and they finished 
third! 

This final tribute made that we ended 8th of 
the 12 participants. At the prize ceremony 
every team received a giant bottle of cham-
pagne and our bottle was remarkably empty 
before the other teams were even able to blink.  

We ended that Saturday at a typical German 
Dorpsfest in Wintersdorf. This Dorpsfest con-
sisted of a grim funfair, a giant tent in which 
a beer could be consumed meanwhile multi-
ple bands were playing and a tent with some 
nice techno music, the “techno tent” as we 
liked to call it. 

After Danielle and I almost died in one of 
the fun fair attractions we went to the beer 
tent, where the rest of the group was already 
enjoying their glasses of beer, these glasses 
were of a typical German size and thus too 
big and too heavy to carry with one hand. We 
enjoyed the music of the bands and eventu-
ally finished the evening by dancing in the 
techno tent. Top fit and satisfied we went 
back to Delft the next day. We had an amaz-
ing weekend!

I never rowed or paddled or did anything in 
a boat before so I was kind of nervous. Be-
fore the start we practiced with imaginary 
paddles on the land and we divided the 
weight over the sides so that the boat would 
lie stable. 

At 10 o’clock it was time for the first disci-
pline: the 250 m sprint! Loud and proud we 
sang the ‘Glück auf’ as we paddled to the 
start in the middle of the Mond See. Once 
we were paddling I noticed that it was luck-
ily enough not that difficult. The hardest part 
was to keep the rhythm of the drums. The 
250 m sprint was over before I even realized 
that we had started. We finished last in this 
discipline, but I thought we did pretty well 
for our first time on the water together.

The next discipline was the 1000 m. When we 
started I thought by myself, this is going to 
be hard. Thousand meters is quit a distance 
and my back muscles were already sore from 
the 250 m. But it was not that bad at all, the 
1000 m went better than the 250 m and our 
team had a great paddle rhythm. 

The team was separated in two groups, the 
first part of the team (bus 1) went to Leipzig 
on Thursday the 11th of September and I 
joined the other part of the team (bus 2), and 
we went to Germany on Friday the 12th of 
September. 

That Friday we left Delft at six o’clock in the 
afternoon, it would take about seven hours 
to drive to Leipzig, but on the German high-
way and Johannes behind the wheel, six 
hours was enough to get there. At half past 
one we joined the rest of the team at our hos-
tel,  they went to the Mibrag mine earlier that 
day and just came back from an evening in 
Leipzig. 

The next day started early. At half past eight 
we had to gather at the Mond See, the lake 
on which the dragon boat race would take 
place. That day the lake was covered in a 
mysterious fog, and the weather was not that 
good. But that didn’t bother us at all. When 
we arrived we met Radek, he also partici-
pated with the Delft miners last year. And he 
was a friend of some of our team members. 
He welcomed us that cold early morning 
with a lovely bottle of spiced liquor to get in 
the mood. 

We had to participate in three disciplines: the 
250 m sprint, the 1000 m endurance and the 
100 m sprint. In a dragon boat you need to 
paddle at the same rhythm to obtain an op-
timal speed. A drummer on the front of the 
boat gives this rhythm. 

The Bergbau-seen-cup is a dragonboat race which is organized by the German mining company Mibrag. After last years successful 
participation, the Delft miners were invited to join in the 2014 edition as well. And this time I was allowed to join as the youngest 
participant of the team!

Dragonboat Race     
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Weber Puzzle    
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The 3D Jigsaw with a Twist
 
Here you see a nicely coloured cube. On the six sides there are 18 squares each of red, blue and yellow. The yellow squares are arranged 
diagonally across the sides. The sides have been cut up in pieces equal in area to 3 squares. Since 20 pieces are shown there are obviously 
2 pieces too many. The solution to this puzzle is to analyse which are the number of the surplus pieces. 
The corresponding picture can be found on the previous page. You can submit your answer to Naturalresource-MV@tudelft.nl

Solution Puzzle ‘‘On the wrong island’’  

There are 25 animals in the picture, including insects of which there are certainly very many in New Guinea.
However, starting with birds, the Toucan is at home in Brazil and there are no pheasants of any kind in New Guinea. Woodpeckers are such poor 
flyers that they never reached the island; they don’t even occur in Ireland. On the ground you observe the strange Kiwi, the National Symbol of 
New Zealand and, finally, there are no monkeys in New Guinea. The remaining 20 animals are at home in New Guinea. They are: Spotted Cuscus, 
Marsupial Glider, Spiny Anteater (Zaglossus bruijni), Wallaby, Tree Kangaroo, Fruit Bat, Little Paradise Kingfisher, Cassowary, Victoria Crowned 
Pigeon, Sulphur-crested Cockatoo, Hornbill, Red-plumed bird of paradise, Green tree-boa, Scincid Lizard, Tree frog, Giant Page butterfly, Striped 
nose beatle (Eupholus latreillei), Nephila maculate spider, Jumping spider and a Millipede. 

Weber Puzzle
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Name   Date   Subject
Ismail Yahya Afiff  13 juni 2014  Reservoir simulation of foam flow using Kepler GPU (PE)

Thomas Waterman  16 juni 2014  The application of an underground optical fragmentation analysis method at the   
      Lisheen Mine  (RE)

Birgit Biemans  20 juni 2014  The influence of fractures on geothermal heat production in the Roer Valley    
      Graben  (PE)

Costas Nicolaides  29 juli 2014  Salt precipitation due to CO2 injection into brine-saturated heterogeneous porous   
      media (PE) 

Abdulmohsen Alali  14 augustus 2014  Merging active and passive seismic reflection data with interferometry by    
      multidimensional deconvolution (AG)         
                   
Petrus Maas  21 augustus 2014  Seismoelectric multiple parameter sensitivity analysis using resolution functions (AG) 

Casper Velds  21 augustus 2014  Low-frequency SNR improvement by correlation (AG)

Ali Alfaraj   21 augustus 2014  Elastic Wavefield Decomposition at the Ocean Bottom (AG)

Martha Deen  21 augustus 2014  Modeling ocean bottom seismic noise in the Indian Ocean (AG)

Sixue Wu   21 augustus 2014  Seismic deblending by shot repetition (AG)

Maria Kotsi  21 augustus 2014  The effect of a water layer and seafloor topography on Scholte-wave inversion (AG)

Martijn van der Boor 21 augustus 2014  Modelling the spectral gamma-ray log: the influence of provenance and selective  
       transport (RG)

Stephan den Bleker 22 augustus 2014  Definition and evaluation of production test validation methods applied to multiphase  
      flow meters (PE)

Ruben Boerée  22 augustus 2014  Up-scaling of froth flotation equipment (RE)

Liselotte den Ouden 28 augustus 2014  Calcite dissolution behaviour during low salinity water flooding in carbonate rock (PE)

Stephanie Lier  28 augustus 2014  Backfill in highwall mining: an assessment of the possibilities in West Bokaro, India (RE)

Cynthia Wanatabe Kanno 28 augustus 2014  A Laboratory Study of Radio Frequency Identification for Hydrocarbon and Geothermal 
       Applications (PE)

Francien Troost  29 augustus 2014  Power Plant Mátra. Research to development of a coal quality concept for the lignite   
                        deposits  Visonta and Bükkábrány, Hungary (RE) 

Robert-Jan Pielkenrood 29 augustus 2014  Evaluation of discrete event modelling and simulation as a decision making tool for the  
      mining industry; method assessment through modelling the production process of an  
      underground  salt mine (RE) 

Arsene Keya  29 augustus 2014  Understanding the mechanisms of low salinity flooding in carbonates using Model   
de Castro Laier     system (PE) 
 
Ana Patricia cavalcanti  29 augustus 2014  Borehole image facies in carbonate reservoirs, Santos Basin, Brazil (RG)

Graduation Subjects
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Graduation Subjects

Name   Date   Subject
Adriana Justiniano  29 augustus 2014        Reservoir Characterisation of the Jurassic Posidonia Shale Formation and the Triassi De-   
Cisneros                       posits of the Main Buntsandstein Subgroup by Seismic Inversion Methods, Block Q16,   
      West Netherlands Basin (RG)

Michiel Ensing  5 september 2014  In-pit co-disposal of tailings in an onshore dredge mine (RE) 

Aran Amin  11 september 2014 Groningen Gas Field:  Heterogeneities characterization, by log evaluation (AG) 

Pauline Hogenkamp 12 september 2014 The effect of the contact angle on the macroscopic transport properties: a pore-scale   
      modelling approach (PE) 

Vincent van der Bent 15 september 2014 Comparative study of Foam Stability in bulk and porous media (PE) 

Nienke Blokker  18 september 2014 Analysis of Alginate-like Exopolysaccharides for the Application in Enhanced Oil   
      Recovery (PE) 

Gilles Louwerens  19 september 2014 Identification of subseismic faults in front of the drillbit using acoustic    
      measurements (RG) 

Shantnu Brajesh  19 september 2014 Managed Pressure Drilling Modeling and Case Study (PE) 

Wouter Mezger  26 september 2014 The Shale Oil Potential of the Posidonia Formation in the Netherlands (RG) 

Lisanne  Bouman  29 september 2014 Spatial Distribution and Connectivity of thin-bedded crevasse splay sandstones;   
      outcrop-analogue studies for tough gas reservoir potential (RG) 

Niels Noordijk  29 september 2014 Geological characterisation of thin-bedded crevasse splay sandstones;    
      outcrop-analogue studies for tough gas reservoir potential (RG) 
 
Robert de Velde   29 september 2014 Electrokinetics in Low Salinity Waterflooding (PE) 
Harsenhorst  

Luc van Gastel  3 oktober 2014  Quantification of ensemble gradient quality using principles of hypothesis testing (PE)

Damien Boeser  8 oktober 2014  Fracture modelling based on kinematic evolution: Example of the Sehib anticline10   
      (RG) 

Chaitanya Padalkar  15 oktober 2014  Performance and Simulation of the Under-Optimum series of core flood experiments   
      under the Alkaline-Surfactant-Polymer (ASP) flooding of Crude Oil (PE)

Petroleum Engineering  (PE)

Reservoir Geology   (RG)

Applied Geophysics  (AG)

Geo-Engineering   (GE)

Resource  Engineering  (RE)

Delft Aardwarmte Project  (DAP)
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MV Calendar

Date     Event
  
monday 17 November   MSc & PhD Ice skating
  
Sunday 19 November   Year drinks

Wednesday 26 November   First year students lunch 

Monday 1- Friday 12 December  Petroleum company days

Wednesday 3 December   Sinterklaas in Het Noorden 

Friday 12 December   Barbararede

Saturday 13 December   Parents Day

Thursday 18 December   Christmas drinks

Friday 26 December –Sunday 4 January  Wintersport

Friday 9 January    Barbaradrinks emancipated women drinks

Wednesday 13 January   First year drinks 

Colophon
The Natural Resource is the periodical of the Mijnbouwkundige 

Vereeniging, the study association for students of Applied Earth 

Sciences at Delft University of Technology. The periodical is 

released four times a year and is sent to all members of the Mijn-

bouwkundige Vereeniging free of charge.  Furthermore 100 copies 

are used for promotional purposes. Most of these will go to Dutch 

high schools and partners. 

The greatest care has been taken in compiling this magazine. How-

ever, no responsibilty can be accepted by the editorial staff for the 

accuracy of the information presented.  Where opion is expressed, 

it is that of the author and does not necessarily coincide with the 

opinion of the Mijnbouwkundige Vereeniging or the TU Delft. 

No part of this publication may be reproduced or used without 

permission in writing from author and/or the editorial staff.
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